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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 

ONErack Adds New Dual Redundant, Hot Swappable Power  

Supply at ISE 2017 
The award winning ONErack is now even more desirable for mission critical applications   

 
ERLANGER, KY, February 9, 2017 – tvONE (tvone.com) a leading designer and manufacturer of cutting-
edge video and multimedia processing equipment, solved the AV world’s rack mounting nightmare last 

year after revealing the ONErack, a universal racking mounting solution with power and cooling. This year 
at ISE in Amsterdam, tvONE makes enhancements to the award winning solution; generating even more 

appeal on stand 5-S60.   
  

This year, tvONE will reveal the addition of an optional dual redundant power supply to the industry 

recognized ONErack. tvONE’s patent pending design converts randomly sized, externally-powered 

devices from ANY manufacturer into slide-in modules that can be installed quickly and cleanly and 
serviced easily. The dual redundant power supply is hot swappable, and removes a potential point of 

failure in racks used for mission critical installations. In addition to reliability, this new power option adds 

surge protection, DC power conditioning, and load sharing to the ONErack solution.   
  

When using ONErack, AV Integrators and Service Engineers can build & service cleaner, more 

professional looking racks, faster! The ONErack’s front & rear access provides uniform cable 
management and unlike proprietary rack kits or traditional rack mounting methods like a shelf, the 
ONErack allows high density mounting in three different chassis sizes, provides 7 different voltages and 

cools all within a ONErack chassis. For service, just slide out a failed device, no cable ties, no guessing!  
  

“Integrators spend a lot of time and money to install and service these small devices,” says Mark Armon, 
Global Product Manager at tvONE, “the beauty to this solution is its simplicity – a rare thing these days!”     
  

The ONErack chassis is available in 4RU, 5RU and 6RU and can hold up to 16 modules with up to 2 Voltage 
Selectors each. When using the ONErack Power Supply, each Voltage selector, can provide selectable 
power @ 5v, 7.5v, 9v, 12v, 13.5, 18v, 24v up to 35 watts. A pass thru is available for custom power 
sources. Each ONErack Chassis can include 1 or more 250 watt Power Supplies that can feed additional 
chassis, to allow for a clean power solution for all mounted devices. Close the front of your ONErack with 
a fan cover and keep it all cool. Mount 64 devices in just 5RU, powered and cooled!  



  

###  

About tvONE  
tvONE is a world class developer and manufacturer of video conversion and AV signal distribution 
technology. With offices in the US and R&D and Manufacturing facilities in the UK, tvONE provides a 

complete line-up of products and services for the professional AV, broadcast video and digital signage 
markets. Following the global merger of tvONE and Magenta Research in July 2013, the company tvONE 
now encompasses these two superior brands under one umbrella.  

 

The tvONE brand specialises in video, audio and multimedia processing equipment, based on its 
proprietary CORIO® video conversion technology. Products include all-in-one system solutions, 
windowing processors, scan converters, seamless switchers, video scalers, up/down/cross converters, 
analogue-digital converters (SD/HD-SDI, HDMI, DVI), format converters and standard converters. 
 

Magenta Research is the industry-recognised brand for the transmission, switching and flexible 

distribution of multi-format video, audio and auxiliary signals over fibre and Cat-X cabling. Products 

include AV extenders, distribution amplifiers and matrix switchers for DVI, HDMI, VGA, and component, 
composite, s-video, audio, USB, and RS-232 signals.  
  


